INTRODUCTION
The "ride-sharing" company Uber has become remarkably polarizing over the last year. Venture capital firms still love Uber's prospects, as reflected in a recent $40 billion valuation. 1 Yet the company seems determined to alienate just about everyone else. 2 Taxi drivers have cast Uber as an unsafe and rapacious competitor, leading lawmakers to shut it out of various markets. 3 Uber's claim that its average New York City driver earns over $90,000 a year was so hard to verify that a Slate writer entitled her article "In Search of Uber's Unicorn." 4 And in what some have called "Ubergate," 5 a senior executive stated that the company might investigate the personal and family lives of its critics-in particular a female journalist who accused it of disregarding female passengers' and drivers' safety. 6 then takes a percentage of each fare and gives the rest to drivers. Uber describes this as "ride-sharing," but that is a misnomer-nothing is shared. Rather, in Robert Nozick's memorable phrase, the app enables "capitalist acts between consenting adults." 8 While Uber is extremely aggressive toward competitors and seems to disregard the law when convenient, 9 its success is not based just on regulatory arbitrage. Nor is it simply toppling an ancien régime of taxi regulations that merely protect medallion holders' monopoly rents. Rather, Uber's key innovation lies in having reduced the transaction costs that otherwise plague the sector and provided the justification for its extensive regulation in the first place. A bit of history should help illustrate.
US cities began regulating cabs in the 1920s in response to a perceived free-for-all: markets were flooded with taxis, which led to declining fares, long hours for drivers, dangerous cars, and inadequate compensation for accident victims. 10 Most (but not all) cities responded with regulations that are usefully understood as a bargain with operators. Market entry was restricted and fares were regulated, which helped to ensure that operators could make a living; in exchange, operators had to follow certain safety, insurance, and service requirements-and, later, nondiscrimination rules. 11 Granted, those regulations were far from perfect. In many cities, restrictions on entry eventually created monopoly rents for incumbents and medallion owners, 12 even as drivers struggled to make a decent living. 13 (visited Feb 26, 2015) . 13 According to the US Bureau of Labor Statistics, the median annual salary for taxi drivers and chauffeurs was just $22,280 in 2012. US Bureau of Labor Statistics, Occupational Outlook Handbook: Taxi Drivers and Chauffeurs *1 (Jan 8, 2014), online at in the 1970s and 1980s failed: as in the 1920s, supply went up, but fares also went up and service declined. 14 Why did this happen? Part of the explanation is that both regulated and deregulated taxi sectors suffer from high search costs. Riders have difficulty finding empty cabs when needed. Taxis therefore tend to congregate in spaces of high demand, such as airports and hotels. 15 Deregulation arguably made this worse. Since supply went up, cab drivers had even greater incentives to stay in high-demand areas, and yet they had to raise fares to stay afloat. 16 High search costs and low effective supply may also reduce demand for cabs in two ways. First, if consumers have difficulty finding cabs because cabs are scarce, they may tend not to search in the first place. 17 Second, high search costs may create a vicious cycle for phone-dispatched cabs. Riders who get tired of waiting for a dispatched cab may simply hail another on the street; drivers en route to a rider may also decide to take another fare from the street, rationally estimating that the rider who called may have already found another car. In some cities, the result is that dispatched cabs may never arrive-full stop. 18 Uber has basically eradicated search costs. Rather than calling a dispatcher and waiting, or standing on the street, users can hail a car from indoors and watch its progress toward their location. Drivers also cannot poach one another's pre-committed fares. This is a real boon for consumers who don't like long waits or uncertainty-which is to say everyone. Uber can also advise drivers on when to enter and exit the market-for example, by encouraging part-time drivers to work a few hours on weekend nights.
http://www.bls.gov/ooh/transportation-and-material-moving/taxi-drivers-and-chauffeurs.htm (visited Feb 26, 2015 The result is that Uber may be creating what once appeared impossible: a functioning market for car-hire services that is governed largely by supply and demand. Of course, this isn't entirely a free market: Uber is a critical price-setting intermediary, and it may be keeping fares artificially low by compensating drivers in part out of its capital reserves. 19 Once the company takes on greater financial responsibilities for safety, as it surely will, costs will go up, forcing the question of where the marketclearing price really lies. But those points should not detract from the basic Schumpeterian transformation 20 that Uber has now begun.
B. Integrating the Sector
Uber is also extremely important for another reason that has received little attention: it is encouraging vertical and horizontal integration in the car-hire sector. As a Washington Post reporter explained in an excellent primer on the industry, the taxi system in many cities is highly fragmented along both dimensions. 21 In Chicago, for example, medallion owners often lease their operating rights to management companies; management companies in turn purchase or lease cars and outfit them as required per local regulations; drivers then lease those cars from management companies on a weekly, daily, or even hourly basis. 22 Other cities have different licensing systems, but any licensing system that does not mandate owner operation or direct employment of drivers will encourage similar vertical fragmentation. 23 Taxi companies will rationally (and lawfully) lease cars to drivers rather than employ drivers in order to avoid 19 See Ellen Huet, Uber's Newest Tactic: Pay Drivers More Than They Earn (Forbes July 2, 2014), online at http://www.forbes.com/sites/ellenhuet/2014/07/02/ubers-newest -tactic-pay-drivers-more-than-they-earn (visited Feb 26, 2015) . 20 See generally Joseph Schumpeter, Capitalism, Socialism, and Democracy (Harper 2d ed 1947) (introducing the term "creative destruction" to describe how innovation by entrepreneurs sustains long-term economic growth). the costs associated with employment, which include minimum wage laws, unemployment and workers' compensation taxes, and possible unionization.
Uber is now reducing such vertical fragmentation, since it has a direct contractual relationship with its drivers. It is also integrating the sector horizontally as it gains market share within cities. Meanwhile, the company is compiling a massive database of driver and rider behavior. Those data are essential to Uber's price-setting and market-making functions but would be all-but-impossible to compile in a fragmented industry.
These developments could make it relatively simple to ensure that Uber complies with the law and plays its part in advancing public goals. The reason is simple: as scholars have documented, large, sophisticated firms can detect and root out internal legal violations-and otherwise alter employees' and contractors' behavior-far more easily than public authorities or outside private attorneys. Lawmakers and regulators often leverage those self-regulatory processes for public purposes, for example by creating incentives for firms to beef up internal compliance and training efforts. 24 But that strategy doesn't work as well in fragmented sectors comprised of many small companies, such as the existing cab sector, since small companies generally have far less internal regulatory capacity. With its vast network of drivers and customers and its mountains of data on their behavior, Uber is a game changer.
II. SOCIAL COSTS AND BENEFITS OF UBER
Understanding Uber's business model and this transformation allows for a better assessment of the social costs and benefits of Uber's rise. Some such benefits are obvious. Like Airbnb and other sharing-economy firms, Uber may enable far more efficient use of capital and substantially enhance consumer welfare. For example, Uber reduces consumers' incentives to purchase automobiles, almost certainly saving them money and reducing environmental harms. 25 As consumers buy fewer cars, Uber also opens up the remarkable possibility of converting 24 parking spaces to new and environmentally sound uses. Uber may also reduce drunk driving and other accidents. These are all important social goods.
At the same time, Uber has faced criticism along at least six dimensions: First, that it is unfairly competing with taxi drivers by entering their market without following regulations or fare schedules; second, that it aspires to become a monopoly; third, that its cars or drivers are unsafe or underinsured; fourth, that it may invade customers' privacy; fifth, that it enables discrimination by drivers and passengers; and sixth, that it is undermining working standards for taxi drivers and compensating its own drivers poorly.
The first two arguments can be addressed quickly, while the others are more complicated.
Regarding the first, it seems unquestionable that Uber aims to undermine traditional taxi service, and it seems manifestly unfair that taxi drivers and Uber drivers can operate in the same market subject to different rules. This is especially true insofar as Uber floods the market with part-time drivers during peak periods. 26 Uber may therefore cut off one classic path to the American Dream: that taxi drivers can work their way up the income ladder, from a driver to the owner of their own car, and then to an owner of multiple cars. At the same time, to ban Uber on that ground alone may just ratify a regulatory structure that often led to low supply, poor service, and bad pay. The issues discussed below therefore strike me as more important to assessing how Uber and taxis should be allowed to compete.
Regarding the second criticism, it also seems clear that Uber aspires to dominate the ride-sharing sector, and perhaps the car-hire sector more generally. It also wants to become a leading logistics company. 27 Excessive market power in any of these sectors could of course threaten consumer welfare.
Yet it would be a real mistake to regulate Uber out of existence on that basis alone. For one thing, as noted above and explored below, greater horizontal and vertical integration can 26 Pricing the Surge: The Microeconomics of Uber's Attempt to Revolutionise Taxi Markets (The Economist Mar 29, 2014), online at http://www.economist.com/news/ finance-and-economics/21599766-microeconomics-ubers-attempt-revolutionise-taxi-markets -pricing-surge (visited Feb 26, 2015) . 27 See Emily Badger, Why Uber Is Joining the Race to Dominate Urban Logistics, Wash Post Wonkblog (Wash Post Apr 8, 2014), online at http://www.washingtonpost.com/ blogs/wonkblog/wp/2014/04/08/why-uber-is-joining-the-race-to-dominate-urban-logistics (visited Feb 26, 2015). [82:85 bring certain public benefits. Moreover, it is not clear that Uber's position at the top of the ride-sharing sector is stable. While Uber's app is revolutionary, it is also easy to replicate. Uber already faces intense competition from Lyft and other ride-sharing companies, competition that should only become more intense given Uber's repeated public relations disasters. 28 While Uber's success relies in part on network effects-more riders and drivers enable a more efficient market-the switching costs for riders and drivers appear to be fairly minimal. Uber may become the Myspace or Netscape of ride sharing-that is, a pioneer that could not maintain its market position. Concerns about monopoly therefore seem premature. 29 
A. Safety
Other concerns are a bit more complicated. For example, courts in Germany and the United States have enjoined some of Uber's services on safety grounds, 30 and not without reason. An Uber driver in San Francisco struck and killed a young girl, possibly at a time when he was distracted by Uber's app. His insurance may not cover her family's losses, and Uber's commercial coverage was not in effect at the time since he was not carrying a fare. 31 Uber drivers have also assaulted passengers and committed other crimes-most notably when a driver in Washington, DC, took several riders on a high-speed chase. 32 28 See note 6. 29 The related issue of Uber's "surge pricing," under which it raises rates at times of very high demand, is troubling but should also be self-correcting. If riders are sufficiently upset about that pricing, the bad press and loss of goodwill should drive riders toward other companies. 30 Yet safety will probably not be a major issue in the long run. True, some Uber drivers will assault passengers, and Uber shares causal and moral responsibility for such assaults since it links up drivers and passengers in the first place. This may be an argument for more stringent background checks on drivers, though such checks are no panacea. As the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC) has emphasized, background checks have limited predictive value and can have a disparate impact on minority drivers. 33 More generally, however, there is no indication that criminal law will not deter assaults just as well in Uber cars as it does in taxis. In fact, criminal law may work far better, since any passenger who suffers an assault by an Uber driver will actually be able to identify their driver. Not so in a street-hailed cab. Worries about unsafe Uber cars or unsafe driving are of course legitimate, but the experience of riding in a cab in many cities hardly invites confidence that cab drivers or cabs are much better.
Perhaps more importantly, is there any reason to think that problems of dangerous or underinsured Uber drivers will not be self-correcting? Any rash of accidents will lead quickly to public ire and calls for regulation or will create an opening for Uber's competitors. This may of course change if the company fades from public view, as its extremely high media profile is now ensuring that consumers learn of its every misstep. But in the medium term, the company has incentives to insure its drivers, at least while they are carrying Uber passengers. It also has incentives to embrace compromise legislation, such as that recently passed in Washington, DC, that legalizes the service while requiring certain http://www.washingtonpost.com/blogs/dr-gridlock/wp/2014/07/09/man-visiting-d-c-says-uber -driver-took-him-on-wild-ride (visited Feb 26, 2015) . 33 showing that a policy adequately accounted for "the nature and gravity of the offense or conduct," "the time that has passed since the offense or conduct," and "the nature of the job held or sought"). Under those policies, an absolute ban on contracting with drivers with criminal convictions would be discriminatory, though of course Uber is not subject to Title VII because it does not employ drivers. See El v Southeastern Pennsylvania Transportation Authority, 479 F3d 232, 248 (3d Cir 2007) (upholding summary judgment for the defendant, which terminated the plaintiff in accordance with a policy of screening for past criminal convictions, but noting the "reasonable inference that [the defendant] has no real basis for asserting that its policy accurately distinguishes between applicants that do and do not present an unacceptable level of risk"). safety inspections, liability insurance levels, and background checks on drivers. 34 
B. Privacy
Uber's use of rider data has also sparked concern, especially after widespread coverage of its possible plan to spy on journalists. The New York Times ran a story days after that plan was identified recounting that some users had ceased using the service as a result. 35 One angel investor told the Times why she stopped: "I don't want them to have my information, my credit card or my name." 36 Senator Al Franken, of Minnesota, sent a letter to the company requesting information about its privacy practices. "The reports suggest a troubling disregard for customers' privacy," Franken wrote, "including the need to protect their sensitive geolocation data." 37 The fear is obvious, and warranted: Uber's ride data on venture capitalists, journalists, elected officials, and others could be used for all sorts of improper purposes, including corporate espionage and manipulation of regulators. Given the company's take-no-prisoners approach to competitors and critics, this is not far-fetched.
While I am not a privacy expert, I suspect that privacy issues will largely self-correct as well. Unlike Facebook and Google, sale or exploitation of user data does not seem to be a major revenue source for Uber. The aggregate data are what enables Uber to make its market. As a result, if elites such as journalists and venture capitalists cease using Uber out of fear that it will use their data for untoward purposes, the company seems very likely to back down. Failing to do so would create a major opening for other ride-sharing apps with less baggage. 34 
C. Discrimination
Discrimination seems to be a risk of Uber's rider-feedback model, which requires drivers to maintain a minimum score or be kicked off the service. Passengers may give bad reviews to racial-minority drivers, whether out of implicit or explicit bias. Drivers in turn may be less likely to pick up riders if they learn that they are racial minorities and may generally prefer to pick up or drop off clients in wealthier, whiter neighborhoods.
But of course Uber did not invent discrimination against riders. Taxi drivers' discrimination against black men in particular is notorious. 38 Taxis also regularly refuse to accept fares to poor neighborhoods, even when doing so is clearly illegal. In fact, Uber drivers may in some cases be more likely to drive to or pick up in poor neighborhoods. 39 Cabs' refusal to do so may reflect their difficulty in finding return fares. Uber's matching app could mitigate that problem.
More importantly, Uber's data collection could enable it to deter or prevent discrimination by drivers-which is quite difficult in a fractured taxi industry. Whether Uber ultimately takes that step will depend in part on the answers to two threshold legal questions. First, Uber's exact duties under federal and state civil rights laws are not yet clear. 40 Disability-rights organizations have argued that the company is a taxi service under the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990, 41 for example, and therefore must make reasonable accommodations for disabled 38 See, for example, Russ Ptacek, Hidden Camera DC Taxi Investigation Documents Blacks Waiting Longer and 25% Stranded in Favor of Whites (WUSA May 22, 2013), online at http://www.wusa9.com/news/article/241642/373/Undercover-Probe-25-Of-Taxis -Strand-Black-Riders (visited Feb 26, 2015) . 39 See, for example, Latoya Peterson, Cab Drivers, Uber, and the Costs of Racism (Racialicious Nov 28, 2012), online at http://www.racialicious.com/2012/11/28/cab-drivers-uber -and-the-costs-of-racism (visited Feb 26, 2015); Johana Bhuyiyan, Uber and Lyft Position Themselves as Relief from Discrimination (Buzzfeed Oct 7, 2014), online at http://www.buzzfeed.com/johanabhuiyan/app-based-car-services-may-reduce-discrimination -issues-tk (visited Feb 26, 2015) (noting that Uber's policy that drivers must accept 90 percent of all requests has the potential to reduce racial profiling and destination bias). 40 Compare 42 USC § 2000a(b) (defining "place of public accommodation" to include, for example, hotels and motels, restaurants, and theaters, but not transportation companies), with 49 CFR § 37.29 ("Providers of taxi service are subject to the requirements of [the transportation and related provisions of Titles II and III of the ADA]."); DC Code § 2-1401.02(24) (defining "place of public accommodation" to include "all public conveyances"). 41 Pub L No 101-336, 104 Stat 327, codified as amended at 42 USC § 12101 et seq.
passengers. 42 Uber disagrees, but the Justice Department has sided with the plaintiffs in that case. 43 Second, if Uber drivers are not Uber employees, the company's vicarious liability for discrimination by drivers may be limited-though as the Justice Department noted, "while an entity may contract out its service, it may not contract away its ADA responsibilities." 44 Even if courts side with the company, however, Congress or state legislatures could simply clarify that ride-sharing companies are public accommodations, thus holding them responsible if they fail to take reasonable steps to prevent discrimination by drivers. 45 Such steps might include hiding race, disability, and home-address data from drivers, implementing internal policies against such discrimination, and developing algorithms to determine which drivers regularly refuse fares from minority riders. The EEOC and state attorneys general could also encourage Uber down this path even if they cannot order it there, and given Uber's public visibility, antidiscrimination norms may have similar effects even absent law reforms. Traditional cab companies that lack Uber's data pool and public profile are both less susceptible to public pressure and less capable of implementing such compliance programs.
Uber's data pool could also help it to root out or correct for discrimination against drivers by passengers, which, to be fair, is not an obvious problem in the traditional cab sector. Federal law prohibits Uber from intentionally discriminating against drivers on the basis of race, even if they are contractors rather than employees. 46 Demonstrating intent is not easy, though, especially if 42 Uber takes action against drivers based on biased customer feedback. 47 But here again, a small tweak to federal or state law could do a great deal of work. Title VII 48 already prohibits discrimination by employment agencies, defined as persons or entities "regularly undertaking . . . to procure employees for an employer." 49 This does not apply to Uber, since riders are not drivers' employers. But since Uber performs a similar function in matching riders with drivers, Congress or state legislatures could revise employment discrimination statutes to classify ride-sharing services as employment agencies. Again, regulators could also press the company to ensure that its standards do not have such a disparate impact in the first place, and antidiscrimination norms may have a powerful disciplining effect.
There is another cost lurking here that deserves mention: Uber's rating system may require drivers, and perhaps even passengers, to engage in what has been called "emotional labor," or the work of establishing "micro-relationships that make customers feel good." 50 To stay above a certain rating, drivers may need to be friendly, and perhaps a bit servile. Cab drivers, in comparison, can afford to be themselves-which may involve venting their frustration at long hours and low pay. Such emotional labor may impose a disparate burden on racial minorities. 51 Minority drivers, to retain high ratings, may need to overcome white passengers' preconceptions, which can involve "identity work," or a conscious effort to track white, middle-class 52 As argued in Part III, this may be a harbinger of things to come in the low-wage labor market.
D. Labor Standards
Finally, what about labor standards? One writer recently spoke for many when he argued that "'[s]haring economy' companies like Uber shift risk from corporations to workers, weaken labor protections, and drive down wages." 53 But this is not entirely accurate. As noted above, those standards are hardly ideal to begin with in the United States. 54 Rather than "shifting" risk onto workers, Uber may well be creating a new market, with a new allocation of risk and reward. How much risk drivers will bear, and what rewards they will enjoy, are very much open questions.
Granted, early signs are not encouraging for workers. For example, the company often acts unilaterally toward its drivers, changing terms and conditions at will, even when drivers have invested in cars in reliance on Uber's policies. 55 It is also the subject of lawsuits alleging that it misled drivers and the public by stating that 20 percent tips were built into fares and arguing that Uber drivers are actually employees and therefore eligible for reimbursement for employment-related expenses such as gas and insurance. In one such suit, a federal judge in California denied Uber's motion for summary judgment on the issue of employment status. 56 I'm skeptical, though, that many courts will find Uber drivers to be employees. The test under most federal and state employment statutes is whether the putative employer has the right to control the work in question. 57 The most analogous recent cases, in which courts have split, involve FedEx drivers. Those that found for the workers have noted, for example, that FedEx requires uniforms and other trade dress, that it requires drivers to show up at sorting facilities at designated times each day, and that it requires them to deliver packages every day. 58 Uber drivers are different in each respect. They use their own cars, need not wear uniforms, and most importantly they work whatever hours they please. 59 Such cases aside, Uber's consolidation of the sector may create opportunities for drivers to force better standards through collective action, and for regulators to ensure decent treatment of drivers. Associations of Uber drivers have already sprung up, calling attention to the long hours, low pay, and precariousness that they face. 60 In response to a work stoppage by the New York association, the company backed down from a plan to require drivers for its upscale UberBlack service to accept some lowercost fares from its cheaper UberX service. 61 A couple factors suggest that drivers may continue to win such fights. Uber drivers are naturally tech savvy, and they may be able to organize cheaply using social media and other online platforms. Ride-sharing companies also appear to be competing for drivers. Gett, for example, has begun guaranteeing higher salaries as a means of recruitment, 62 indicating that drivers already enjoy a fair amount of bargaining power. Uber's consolidation of and leadership of the sector also make it a natural target for workers, since it can change their pay by fiat. Forcing change in the cab sector is arguably much harder, at least in cities with dispersed license ownership and multiple contractual intermediaries.
But some other factors suggest less cause for optimism. Uber drivers probably lack the sorts of communal ties that often enable worker organizing. They do not gather at a central dispatch location, and many work part-time and are unlikely to know other drivers. Drivers who speak out or strike also take enormous risks. Assuming that they are independent contractors, Uber could lawfully retaliate against drivers for striking under federal labor law. 63 While Uber has pledged not to do so, it is constrained at this point largely by public opinion, which is notoriously mercurial around labor issues.
Uber could also deploy sticks rather than carrots. It might, for example, insert a noncompete clause into its driver contracts, thus prohibiting drivers from working for other ride-sharing companies. 64 While such clauses are difficult to enforce in some states, including California, other states have enforced them even against independent contractors. That may deter drivers from leaving Uber regardless of enforceability. 65 Uber may also wield the possibility of shifting to driverless cars to prevent drivers from organizing, 66 and given its past behavior toward adversaries, there is little reason to think it will not do so when feasible.
Uber's ultimate effect on labor standards is therefore unclear. If its market share and network continue to grow, and its app enables drivers to have passengers rather than empty cars most of the time, it may be able to pay drivers well while keeping costs down. Or it may cut driver pay, or even cut drivers entirely, especially if price competition from other ride-sharing services heats up. As with most labor questions, which scenario unfolds will be determined as much by politics as by economics.
III. UBER AND THE FUTURE OF LOW-WAGE WORK
This is where Uber's rise begins to have unsettling implications. After the ride-sharing drivers' jobs are eliminated, what happens to mail-and package-delivery drivers whom Uber also hopes to displace? 67 What happens to supermarket clerks and other retail clerks as more and more shopping goes online, with goods delivered by-yes-Uber? What happens to the fast-food workers displaced as Uber or some other "Internet of things" company delivers fast food on demand in driverless cars?
I do not know, of course, but I'll close with two observations. First, a society committed to freedom and equality might not actually want to save such jobs. Ideally, the stunning productivity gains promised by new technologies like Uber could reduce society's need for work that is deadening to the human spirit. But without far-reaching changes to our social safety net, doing so would render tens of millions destitute. I worry that such a crisis in the low-wage labor market is close on the horizon, and that society is unprepared to deal with it.
Second, I suspect that consumer demand rather than commitments to freedom and equality will ultimately determine which low-wage jobs are saved, with menial tasks performed by humans only when consumers prefer not to deal with machines. At that point, workers without many skills will find their access to work determined in part by their ability to smile and appear cheerful-to perform emotional labor. This has already occurred in retail, hospitality, and other customer-service sectors. 68 It
